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Abstract 
  

Many of the bird species that cause hazards to aircraft feed in flocks in open country, and are 
averse to feeding in or near dense cover. Although growing “long grass” has often been cited as a 
means of compromising the “open country” environment by obstructing line of sight, it is often too short 
to be effective in this aim, may take too long to establish or may be impractical in certain 
circumstances.  

This paper discusses both practical alternatives to the Long Grass Policy and local 
modifications of this policy as passive visual obstruction bird deterrents. 
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Many Problem Species Require an “Open Country” Habitat

Thousands of lapwings and golden plovers on an RAF airfield

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

if tall enough, disrupts LOS. 

Result – open county species excluded.

Long Grass Policy inhibits feeding, and, 

Feeding opportunities – mostly sight-hunting of
earthworms and soil invertebrates.

Security – flocks on the ground rely on unobstructed
Line of Sight (LOS) for predator detection and, possibly,
flock contact. Important while feeding, resting, roosting.

 
 

 

 

Sometimes LGP is compromised or unachievable, 
at least temporarily.

Small-scale reinstatement.

Or more major, long-term disruption:

Re-establishment of an effective LGP after
excavation/reinstatement usually takes more than 1
year, often longer.

Major construction projects may leave large expanses
of bare soil for extended periods.

Potentially serious bird attraction on airport property
until the site is fully reclaimed.

Some mitigation of the bird attraction of construction
sites can sometimes be achieved by, for example,
temporarily landscaping the site.

The “Nissan Experience” – how gulls caused serious damage to
hundreds of new cars!

Huge, enclosed, floodlit car parking areas beside the coast.

Cars parked for export in numbered slots, used strictly in
sequence from one end toward the other.

Remaining open areas used by hundreds, sometimes
thousands, of roosting gulls, whose faeces damaged paintwork.

“Scaring” made the problem worse, as the whole flock “dumped
their ballast” when scared into flight.

Problem overcome by the deployment of rigid, movable,
modular fence units to subdivide the open areas – removed the
open aspect of the site. Roost abandoned.

 
 
 



 
 

Reinstated grassland

Construction areas

“Airside”

“Landside” Lapwings
(000s)

SEVERAL YEARS LATER….
“The Airport Experience” – major disruption of LGP

airside, large construction sites “landside.”

HELP!

Up to 4,000 lapwings present, 
4-6,000 birdscaring cartridges used per month. 

Situation out of control.

Active bird dispersal very expensive, but failing, often
making the hazard worse.

Airside grass not bird deterrent (short and sparse).

Construction sites to be bare earth for more than 1
year!

Unacceptable, uncontained bird hazard.

We need a safe bird deterrent effective over large
areas of open ground.

 
 

Trial deployment of plastic mesh safety fencing as an
experimental LOS barrier.

Used commercially available, affordable materials <$50
per 100m x 1.5m roll. Rolls can be halved widthways to
give 200m for <$50.

Simple, rapid deployment, removal and re-deployment.

Long lasting, re-usable materials.

Passive.

BIRD CONTROL ON A ROLL TM! 

 
 

Light colours best (more reflectivity = better LOS
disruption).

Lower % perforation = better LOS disruption, but more
wind resistance.

“Standard” orange plastic works safety fencing is a
good compromise solution.

Most effective when laid out in “interference patterns”
rather than parallel runs.

Spacing? < 6m gaps seem to work …. More trials in
low risk environments required to set definitive
minima.

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

EFFECTIVE!

Lapwings fell from daily average of 1,000 to < 200
immediately after limited-scale deployment.

BSC use fell from 4 - 6,000 pcm to <300.

Problems remained with poor airside grass, etc., but
now controllable.

Partial failure reported after several months. On
inspection, large areas found to have been completely
flattened by contractors’ vehicles! Repaired, problem
solved.

 
 

When deployed properly:

100% exclusion of lapwings, golden plovers,
woodpigeon and stock doves from deployment areas.

100% exclusion of loafing or invertebrate feeding
gulls.

Black-headed and common gulls can still feed on
food scraps (contractors’ discards) by “dip feeding”
between fence runs.

Corvids initially avoid, but eventually neutral effect.

 

 

ADVANTAGES:

Wide potential application – passive deterrence of
waders, gulls, etc., from problem areas where habitat
management is compromised or impossible.

Non-lethal, non-polluting, silent.

Likely to be effective indefinitely (?) if properly deployed
and maintained.

Potential savings in manpower and pyrotechnics.

“Low tech,” easy to install and maintain, reliable.

DISADVANTAGES?

Costs still significant if deployed over large areas.

Visually obtrusive.

Requires maintenance – doesn’t work when
flattened by trucks!

Care required when deploying, particularly in
airside environments.
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